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MGD SUPPORTIVE TREATMENT
DRY EYE AND MEIBOMIAN GLANDS SCREENING
MEIBOSCALE
DR. HEIKO PULT
Screening
Meibomian Glands
Screening Dry Eye
OSDI 6 - PULT / WOLFFSOHN
A highly intuitive software allows the operator to work at best and safely since the very first treatment, with automatic power adjustment and duration of each impulse.

**MATCH BETWEEN DEGREES OF PATHOLOGY SEVERITY AND TREATMENT LEVELS**

Prof. James Wolffsohn

**OPE®-IPL**

The UNIQUE device certified for OPHTHALMOLOGICAL and DERMATOLOGICAL treatments

**LIGHT MODULATION®/LLL**

First approved treatment for dry eye/MGD using photobiomodulation

PrismaLight is an innovative cellular stimulation technology that excites mitochondria contained in the cells. Thanks to different wavelengths it is possible to stimulate more specific objectives getting a better energy production within the mitochondria.

**LIGHT MODULATION®/LLL** triggers biochemical and biophysical reactions that stimulate cells to make a better protein synthesis.

**3 MINUTES TREATMENT**
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